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• δ electron suppression

The SPEDE spectrometer

Primarily low energy and forward focused•
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FIG. 2. Relative double differential electron emission cross
sections in the collision system 5.88 MeVyu U291 on C3F8 for
0± to 50± (Dqe ≠ 10

±) and 70± to 130± (Dqe ≠ 20
±).

“ternary encounter electrons.” In the Suarez experiment
the projectile electron ternary encounter leads thus to a
distribution with 2yP in the projectile rest frame at yP .
In our case, the target electron ternary encounter leads to
a distribution at 2yP around the target rest frame.
Several conditions are required for the target electron

ternary encounter to occur at a detectable level: (a) cross
sections for production of fast electrons that are enhanced
over Rutherford in forward direction leading to a jet-like

emission toward the target nucleus and (b) a target nu-
cleus with a high atomic number, because the scattering
cross sections strongly depend on Z2. Experiments em-
ploying fast, screened heavy ions colliding with high Z
(Z . 6) targets are scarce, and the energy range of the
measured spectra is often limited to the high energy “end”
of the BE peak. This might explain why these struc-
tures have never been observed before. Investigations
with 3.6 MeVyu Ne101 and Xe401 ion beams performed
with the same experimental setup did not display these
features.
The angular dependence of the elastic scattering cross

section in the target potential is complicated. First, the
electrons are scattered by a highly screened potential,
where the actual charge state at the time of the collision is
unknown. Second, the impact parameter distribution for
the scattering in the target potential is weighted because
the electrons in their atomic shells are anisotropically
distributed in space according to jcisrdj2 at the time of
the projectile-electron collision. Therefore, a scattering
cross section according to simple Rutherford law is not
expected. Measured single differential cross section for
ternary encounter electron emission integrated from 10
to 15 keV as a function of laboratory emission angle is
plotted in Fig. 3 for a variety of target gases.
Because the novel observed emission features are

measured for monoatomic rare gases as well, the electrons
have to be scattered by the field of their own nuclei and

FIG. 3. Single differential cross section of ternary encounter
electron emission in 5.88 MeVyu U291 collisions with neon,
xenon, and C3F8. The electron energies are integrated from 10
to 15 keV.
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• Primarily low energy and forward focused
• Detector at backwards angle
• Absorber foil between target and detector
• HV applied on target foil (up to +5kV)
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• Primarily low energy and forward focused
• Detector at backwards angle
• Absorber foil between target and detector
• HV applied on target foil (up to +5kV)

• RIBs - Lower beam intensity

• β-decay background supressed through 
coincidences with scaGered parHcles
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The SPEDE spectrometer

Factor of 7 
increase
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191• Hg(t1/2 = 50 min) → 191Au(3.2 h) → 191Pt (2.8 d) 

Testing and commissioning
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Source tes*ng at HIE• -ISOLDE
191• Hg(t1/2 = 50 min) → 191Au(3.2 h) → 191Pt (2.8 d) 

Tes$ng and commissioning

Total γ-ray spectrum

Total electron spectrum

Electrons in coincidence
with 586keV γ rays

γ rays in coincidence
with K-194 electrons



• In-beam testing at Jyväskylä
• 82Kr(197Au,197Au∗) at 4.26 MeV/u, 1200 μg/cm2

Testing and commissioning



In• -beam tes+ng at Jyväskylä
82• Kr(197Au,197Au∗) at 4.26 MeV/u, 1200 μg/cm2

Tes$ng and commissioning

90

38
(~
)

Hamamatsu S3590-09
Si PIN photodiodes
10x10 mm
300 μm thick
2% efficiency

D.M. Cox et al., Acta Phys. Pol. B 48 (2017) 3



In• -beam tes+ng at Jyväskylä
Par+cle gated, Doppler corrected • γ-ray spectrum from single 
Phase I-type germanium detector

Tes$ng and commissioning

D.M. Cox et al., Acta Phys. Pol. B 48 (2017) 3



• In-beam testing at Jyväskylä

Tes$ng and commissioning

P. Papadakis et al. Eur. Phys. J. A (2018) 54: 42

Mixing ra6o from: 
A.E. Stuchbery et al., Nucl. Phys. A 486, 374 (1988) 



• Geometry

GEANT4 simula.ons

Target chamber
Including SPEDE detector,
target ladder,
Miniball CD detector

Upstream beam pipe
Including feedthroughs,
SPEDE support structureDownstream beam pipe

D.M. Cox et al., to be published
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• Geometry

GEANT4 simula.ons

Miniball Cluster detectors



• “The NPTool package aims to offer a unified framework 
for preparing and analysing complex experiments, 
making an efficient use of Geant4 and ROOT toolkits”
• TRex (CRex) & MINIBALL already simulated
• Simulate complete reaction

• Beam
• Reaction
• Scattering (user defined cross section from e.g. Fresco)
• De-excitation of the nucleus in the lab frame
• Subsequent decay of products
• Doppler correction algorithm same as in experiment analysis

GEANT4 simulations

A. Ma&a et al., J. Phys. G. 43 (2016) 45113 nptool.org
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• IS475 addendum - P.A. Butler, D.T. Joss et al., 
Measurements of octupole collectivity in odd-mass Rn and Ra 
nuclei using Coulomb excitation

• IS552 (+ addendum) - P. Butler, D.T. Joss, M. Scheck et al., 
Measurements of octupole collectivity in Rn and Ra nuclei using 
Coulomb excitation 

• IS556 - J. Pakarinen et al., 
Probing intruder configurations in 186,188Pb using Coulomb 
excitation 

• IS563 - K. Wrzosek-Lipska, D.T. Joss, D. Jenkins, J. Pakarinen et al., 
Coulomb excitation of 182-184Hg: Shape coexistence in the 
neutron-deficient lead region 

Approved experiments
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γ-ray spectrum from IS494 Detail from 188Pb level scheme
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Physics case 1: Shape coexistence in 186,188Pb

Detail from 188Pb level schemeelectron spectrum from S07



Physics case 2: Octupole collectivity of Rn and Ra

momentum of the state and p is its parity. (For 224Ra the previously
measured value of t21 cannot be determined independently as the
21 R 01 transition is contaminated with the Ra X-rays.) In both cases
the fitted matrix elements for the 21 R 01 E2 transition (220Rn) and
for the 41 R 21 E2 transition (224Ra) were found to agree, within the
experimental uncertainties, with the values obtained using the lifetime
measurements.

The measured E1, E2 and E3 matrix elements for 220Rn and 224Ra
are given in Table 1. The values of the intrinsic moments, Ql, are given
in Fig. 3. These are determined from the experimental values of the
reduced matrix element between two states having angular momenta
I and I9 induced to undergo a transition by the electromagnetic oper-
ator El, ,I9jjEljjI., assuming the validity of the rotational model22.
Here l 5 1,2,3 refers to E1, E2, E3 respectively. For the E2 and E3 matrix
elements, the measured values are all consistent with the geo metric
predictions expected from a rotating, deformed distribution of electric
charge, although these data do not distinguish whether the negative-
parity states arise from the projection of a quadrupole-octupole de-
formed shape or from an octupole oscillation of a quadrupole shape32.
Table 2 compares the experimental values of Ql derived from the
matrix elements connecting the lowest states for nuclei near Z 5 88
and N 5 134 measured by Coulomb excitation. It is striking that while
the E2 moment increases by a factor of 6 between 208Pb and 234U, the E3
moment changes by only 50% in the entire mass region. Nevertheless,
the larger Q3 values for 224Ra and 226Ra indicate an enhancement in
octupole collectivity that is consistent with an onset of octupole
deformation inthis mass region. On the other hand, 220Rn has similar
octupole strength to 208Pb, 230,232Th and 234U, consistent with it being
an octu pole vibrator. In the case of a vibrator, the coupling of an
octupole phonon to the ground state rotational band will give zero
values for matrix elements such as ,12jjE3jj41., because an aligned
octupole phonon would couple the 41 state to a 72 state. Although the
present experiment does not have sensitivity to this quantity, this
effect has been observed for 148Nd in the Z < 56, N < 88 octupole
region33, while for 226Ra the intrinsic moment derived from the
measured ,12jjE3jj41. is similar to that derived from the value
of ,01jjE3jj32. (ref. 23). The deduced shapes of 220Rn and 224Ra
are presented in Fig. 4. Here the values of quadrupole and octupole

deformation b2 and b3 were extracted from the dependence of the
measured Q2 and Q3 on the generalized nuclear shape34.

The conclusions drawn from the present measurements are also
consistent with suggestions from the systematic studies of energy
levels7 (relative alignment of the negative-parity band to the positive-
parity band) that the even–even isotopes 218–222Rn and 220Ra have
vibrational behaviour while 222–228Ra have octupole-deformed char-
acter (see figures 12 and 13 in ref. 7). For odd-mass 219Ra there is no
evidence35 for parity doubling, whereas for 221Ra a parity doublet of
states with I 5 5/2 separated by 103.6 keV has been observed36. In the
Ba–Nd region with Z < 56 and N < 88, where the octupole states arise
from vibrational coupling to the ground-state band, the evidence for
parity doubling of the ground state arising from reflection asymmetry
is inconclusive37,38. This suggests that the parity doubling condition
that leads to enhancement of the Schiff moment15 is unlikely to be met
in 219,221Rn. On the other hand 223,225Ra, having parity doublets sepa-
rated by ,50 keV (ref. 21), will have large enhancement of their Schiff
moments.

The values of Ql, deduced from the measured transition matrix
elements, are plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of N. The anomalously low
value of Q1 for 224Ra, measured here for the first time, has been noted
elsewhere9,13,39. The measured Q1 and Q2 values are in good agreement
with recent theoretical calculations of the generator-coordinate exten-
sion of the Gogny Hartree–Fock–Bogoliubov (HFB) self-consistent
mean field theory16, particularly using the D1M parameterization40.
However, as remarked earlier, the trend of the experimental data is
that the values of Q3 decrease from a peak near 226Ra with decreasing
N (or A), which is in marked contrast to the predictions of the cluster
model calculations17. It is also at variance with the Gogny HFB mean-
field predictions of a maximum for 224Ra (ref. 16). It should be noted,
however, that relativistic mean field calculations14 predict that the
maximum value of Q3 occurs for radium isotopes between A 5 226
and 230, depending on the parameterization, and Skyrme Hartree–
Fock calculations15 predict that 226Ra has the largest octupole defor-
mation. Both predictions are consistent with our data. We cannot
completely eliminate the possibility that there are unobserved coupl-
ings from the ground state to higher-lying 32 states that should be
added (without energy weighting) to the observed coupling to the

Table 2 | The values of the E2 and E3 intrinsic moments, Ql

Ql Nucleus

208Pb 220Rn 224Ra 226Ra 230Th 232Th 234U

Q2 (e fm2) 179 6 4 (ref. 44) 434 6 14 632 6 10 717 6 3 (ref. 23) 900 6 6 (ref. 45) 932 6 5 (ref. 46) 1,047 6 5 (ref. 45)
Q3 (e fm3) 2,100 6 20 (ref. 44) 2,180 6 130 2,520 6 90 2,890 6 80 (ref. 23) 2140 6 100 (ref. 47) 1970 6 100 (ref. 48) 2,060 6 120 (ref. 47)

Values of Ql given here are derived from the matrix elements (seeFig. 3 legend) connecting the lowest-lying states in nuclei near Z 5 88 and N 5 134. The values for 220Rn and 224Ra are taken from the present work.
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Figure 4 | Graphical representation of the shapes of 220 Rn and 224 Ra.
a, 220Rn; b, 224Ra. Panel a depicts vibrational motion about symmetry between
the surface shown and the red outline, whereas b depicts static deformation in

the intrinsic frame. Theoretical values of b4 are taken from ref. 10. The colour
scale, blue to red, represents the y-values of the surface. The nuclear shape does
not change under rotation about the z axis.
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the intrinsic frame. Theoretical values of b4 are taken from ref. 10. The colour
scale, blue to red, represents the y-values of the surface. The nuclear shape does
not change under rotation about the z axis.
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Octupole nuclei

Enhanced Schiff moment

Atomic Electric-Dipole Moment

Indica9ons of CP-viola9on

Constrains on extension of SM

Significant increase in sensi9vity over 
non-octupole deformed nuclei



Physics case 2: Octupole collectivity of Rn and Ra

Detail from 223Ra level scheme
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Other applica,ons of SPEDE
SPEDE at IDS•

Example experiment: •
IS641 ”The structure of the low• -lying excited states in 
182;184;186Hg studied through  +/EC decay of 182;184;186Tl 
at IDS”
Spokesperson: Kseniia Rezynkina•



Outlook

• The SPEDE spectrometer was constructed in JYFL 
and tested both in JYFL and at ISOLDE
• Electron efficiency around 7% up to ~400keV 

with a 0.5mm thick detector
• 1mm detector on order from Micron
• 4 approved proposals
• SPEDE will be used at IDS first and after the long 

shutdown will be ready for use at Miniball
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